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The Group
Founded in Rome, Jolie is a young, dynamic and
growing company symbol of careful research in tailor
made services in the luxury sector,
through creativity, culture and innovation.
Born from the union of a team of professionals who
have been operating in the tourism sector for over
25 years, bringing together the various
specializations and professionalisms that make up
the Jolie universe within a single company, with the
aim of representing the vast portfolio of services
provided during this years.
A group of brands operating in synergy and
specialized in offering the best planning, consultancy
and experience solutions in terms of organizing
Events, Concierge, Travel, Luxury Wedding and
Hospitality.

ALWAYS AT YOUR DISPOSAL
Jolie is able to fulfill every request by responding to
every need and desire in any part of the world, always
taking care of every detail through innovative and
highly interactive services 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
and 365 days a year.

JOLIE |- THE LUXURY OF TIME.
Time is the most precious of resources. In the digital
age, time requires a drastic reduction in expectations,
more speed in travel, continuity in operational
efficiency. La Jolie is the solution to organize, manage
and book the pace of your commitments and for your
customers.

EXTREME VALUE AND INNOVATION

Our Competence
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Today Jolie represents creativity, innovation and
extreme values, through the connection of ideas, strong
and consolidated international business relations and
well-defined strategies. By focusing every day in
pursuing timely solutions in innovative technology and
contemporary culture.
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Your time is our
mission

To raise the lifestyles of our customers, we work to redefine the
concept of luxury with new ideas, programs and services through
the knowledge of our experts, thanks also to participation in the
most important international fairs that allow us to support
commercial and technological innovation.
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From organizing a trip to the world of events, sports and art, from
suggesting a restaurant to managing leisure time. Thanks to an
expert team of highly qualified and constantly updated
professionals on lifestyle, Jolie is able to fulfill every desire and
meet every need in every part of the world, always taking care of
every detail, to allow customers to enjoy the most precious time,
making the days more pleasant and efficient at the same time.
A top of the range, dedicated to design and tailor made the most
exclusive experiences the world has to offer.
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MICE | EVENT
PRODUCTION

From over 20 years we have been organizing events, incentives,
meetings, conferences, incentive, team building, product launches,
presentations, road shows, fairs, sporting events and national and
international training courses. We have an international, multitasking,
multilingual customer-oriented nature that allows us to satisfy any
requirement from our customers.
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LUXURY WEDDINGS

We plan and create dream weddings. We are committed to growing a
creative and attentive connection to the needs of the spouses, through a
precise shared and timely planning of their idea, proposing original and
adequate solutions to expectations. We believe that marriage is a work of
art. Our wedding planners for over 20 years have been at your service to
create a unique and memorable ceremony.
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JOURNEY -

HONEYMOONS

BUSINESS TRIP

Whether it's a business trip, a holiday or honeymoon, we plan and take
care of unique holidays, tailored to every need. We take care of every
aspect, from booking a flight, to transfers, to the procedures necessary
to obtain a visa, to the search for the hotel, to organizing the activities
to be carried out in the chosen location, all with the best rates
dedicated to your personal wishes.
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CONCIERGE

A concierge with unlimited unimaginable access, able to provide various services:
air tickets, private jets, helicopters, charters, limo service, luxury apartments and
villas, superyachts, hotel suites, luxury transfers, tours and transfers in vintage
cars , security services, private chefs, butler service, restaurant reservations and
even health, beauty and well-being.
Jolie concierge offers the proverbial pass for the backstage of unique experiences.
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FOOTBALL - TENNIS
MOTORSPORTS
BASKET - RUGBY
& OTHER SPORTS

We promote the most important national and international sporting
events. Providing complete packages of entrance tickets, hotels and
other tourist services. Thanks to a highly qualified staff, we offer a 24/7
assistance service. We transform every major sporting event into a
unique experience.

Main sporting events

FOOTBALL
EURO 2021
CHAMPIONS LEAGUE
EUROPA LEAGUE
SERIE A
PREMIER LEAGUE
LA LIGA
BUNDESLIGA
TIM CUP
WORLD CUP

TENNIS
AUSTRALIAN OPEN
ROLAND GARROS
WIMBLEDON
U.S. OPEN
MASTER 1000
ATP FINALS
NEXT GEN ATP
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MOTORSPORT
FORMULA 1
MOTO GP

RUGBY
SEI NAZIONI
TEST MATCH
WORLD CUP

SUPERBOWL
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MUSIC - THEATER
CINEMA - FESTIVAL
VIP ACCESS
SPECIAL EVENTS

Not only concerts, but unforgettable experiences in the most important theaters,
festivals, gala and VIP accesses from all over the world. One of our lifestyle managers will
be at your side at any time and for any need. We regularly book tickets and hospitality at
the following events:
Royal Ascot, concerts at the arena, concerts at the Scala in Milan, charity events and VIP
Balls, award ceremonies, film premieres, fashion week, Cannes and Venice film festivals.

D E S T I N A Z I O N E
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ITALIA

DESTINAZIONE ITALIA
ITALY DMC

Destinazione Italia (DMC) - Thanks to direct connections and
relationships with the most important Italian locations and
destinations, we create unique and authentic experiences, with
preferential rates. Quality is our mantra; we offer unique advantages
and solutions for all your needs.
"Everything you need in one place".
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HOSTESS & MODELS

Hostess Model Managment Italia is a young, innovative and dynamic
agency that provides professional staff and hospitality services with
elegance and seriousness, suitable for any type of event, occasion,
location and destination throughout Italy.
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GLOBAL
COMPETENCE
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We have extensive experience throughout Italy, Europe, the United Arab Emirates,
Asia, the United States, Africa and the Indian Ocean. We offer services to companies
and individuals, providing assistance to their employees and customers, guaranteeing
the best rates on the market.
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Hospitality
15.6%

Concierge
18.8%

DMC
9.4%

Travel
21.9%

Events
34.4%

DISTRIBUZIONE
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DEDICATED ASSISTANCE
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INTERNATIONAL
FAIRS

JOLIE is present in the major international tourism fairs and events.

REQUEST INFORMATION

ROME HEADQUARTERS
Via Oderisi da Gubbio 13/A, 00146 Rome, italy

EMAIL ADDRESS
contact@joliecompany.com

TELEPHONE
+39 06 8635 7912

FAX
+39 06 5575445
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